1998 oldsmobile aurora problems

The following chart shows the 16 most common problems for Oldsmobile Aurora. The number
one most common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling with 10
problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's service brakes,
hydraulic 9 problems. The following chart shows the number of problems reported during each
of the service years since the debut of the Oldsmobile Aurora in When making the decision
between buying a new or used Oldsmobile Aurora, the following table can be used to compare
the Oldsmobile Aurora with the Oldsmobile Aurora from other model years. Note that the
number of problems reported for the Aurora is 53 while the average number of problems
reported for the 8 model years of the Oldsmobile Aurora is Car Problems. Table 1. Common
problems of the Oldsmobile Aurora. Table 2. Problem Occurrence Trend. Table 3. Compare the
Oldsmobile Aurora with other model years. Engine And Engine Cooling. Service Brakes.
Electrical System. Gasoline Fuel System. Power Train. Other Fuel System. Unknown Or Other.
Seat Belt. Exterior Lighting. Switch Year: It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
June edited October in Oldsmobile. June I have read that Aurora engines are extremely
expensive to rebuild and almost nobody does it. That means a new crate motor or used. Do you
know what caused the fire? If it was a leaking fuel rail, you may have a claim against GM since
there is a safety recall for the nylon fuel rails. Hey thanx for what you said my question to u is
does it have to be a oldsmobile engine or can it just be any type of engine and ill see if i can
check and see if it was the fuel rail thanx again if any one else has advice i would love to hear all
input thanx I am not aware of any engine swaps into Auroras. Swapping a 4. There are enough
differences between '95 Auroras and later years that that swap would at least require the ECM to
be swapped, too. I've got a 01 aurora and the low oil pressure light has been poppin on for the
past few weeks. It only happens for about min after i start her up, any ideas on what this
problem may be? V6 or V8? How many miles? Does the '01 have an oil-pressure display? If so,
what does it read? Is the light on only at idle rpm or higher, too? How is the oil level? July Any
suggestions to what could be causing this problem?? October Les, I have had exactly the same
problem same year, same car, etc. Have you gotten any help with this problem? November
Replaced the wires on the car as a couple of them had burn marks on them. December Did you
also change the plugs and if so what kind did you put in? Same exact problem for me today out
of the blue: My Aurora V8, cold start this am ran terribly rough and sputtering, "low oil
pressure" alert on the dic and then the engine light came on - after about 10 minutes of warm up
and 3 restarts to try and reset any computer flukes, the engine had warmed up to temp and all
was running nicely again. Same repeated later that day - engine light started "flashing" this
time. I sat and did not drive, warmed up car idle, then lights went out and ran smoothly again no
problems at operating temp. Stopped and ran a computer engine code check at Monroe, they
said it read "misfiring cylinder" - try a tune up first. I'll try that first after Christmas before a full
scan is done at the Cadillac dealer - more to come January Engine light on then even started
flashing at times did not drive when flashed other than the first time for a short distance off the
highway. Dealer got a misfire code on 1 cylinder especially but others were random, they
changed spark plugs and 1 coil, the other components were fine and tested good. Two different
engine flushes were done 12hr flush with the injectors, I guess a top and bottom flush as they
called it. It appears that per dealer who is reputable and we have a 4 year relationship so
trustworthy of being upfront with me, gave me about 1. The dealer has the car back until
tomorrow so they can give me a quote on tear down, send out for internal engine cleaning, and
so if that works to clean out carbon and possibly resolve? Once through this terrible run period,
the car runs beautifully and with the updates and new plugs, has great power back so I'm torn
with what to do. Thanks for any help,. Hi there had a similar problem with my Aurora, car ran
great when warmed up but when first starting from cold the car idle fluctuated and the whole car
would shake like it was not running on all cylinders. I gave the go ahead for them to do it and it
solved the problem. I have a Aurora that has the same problem. New plugs and wires installed.
Engine runs great, except engine sometimes dies when sitting at idle, while in drive. If I shift
into neutral, engine does not die. Engine rarely dies in summer warm weather. Sometimes will
start to die and then engine will speed up and will not die, and then return to idle speed. I was
told it may be a crankcase sensor. What do you think? Hi there noticed your message I bought
the car in the late summer, had no problems until the cold weather seem to hit I had also
changed the wires and the same day after changing the wires, it started to act the same way..
My suggestion is that if you have them replace the sensors make sure they replace both at once
and that the contacts at the other end are clean. Did you also install new spark plugs? I am
trying to figure out whether it is the plugs or wires that are causing the problem. I installed both
plugs and wires and thus do not know which to replace. Please advise. Also, have you tried new

wires? My Aurora has been to 3 Olds dealers in the last 3 years for diagnosis to correct a lope,
or missfire when driving mph. The problem started 55, mi. Premium fuel makes no differrence
except for hi-way mileage. Dealer mechanics can't find anything wrong, but notice the same
miss that I do, yet say everything checks out so there's nothing they can do. I thought it was in
the transmission, but leaving it in 3rd. I've had dozens of vehicles, but this problem is a one of a
kind mystery! Does this sound like I need a new computer? New one was installed in , and as I
can't afford to feed my lovable auto, it gets driven only about once a week. So can you help me
figure this out? Thanks in advance. Hi ther I can relate to your frustration concerning this.
Mechanic replaced the lower crankshaft sensor, brought the car home and 10 minutes later it
did it again. Took it back and they replaced the top sensor harder of the 2. Please let me know if
the new sensors solve the problem. If so I will try it. I have the same problem engine dies just
like I turned the ignition key to off and have been shifting into neutral at every stop light. My
problem started after I installed new plugs and wires and I have been trying to decide if that is
the problem. Did your problem start after installing new plugs and wires?. February I recently
had my 95 into the dealer for a 3rd replacement of the AC comp. All is fine with the AC now, but
a couple days after I got the car back form the dealer, after the car sitting for the afternoon it
would barely start, but started, and was drivable but running very poorly. The next morning the
car would not start. All made sense at that point. I picked up the car and all seemed fine but the
car was still hesitating, when you decellerate and then gradually accellerate, the car would
hesitate and backfire. This hesitation was present even before the AC problem, I was hoping the
new fuel pump would take care of this problem. No such luck. The car still had the same issues
so I took it back to the mechanic. The car would now stumble when trying to start, but start and
also continued to hesitate as described above. He continued to replace the fuel pressure switch.
The problem is still not fixed. He tested plug wires, coils etc The conclusion, it may be a
defective fuel pump. He offered to changed out the pump for a new one. I guess we will see if
that takes care of it, I have my doubts. Any other ideas??? March I am new to the site, I recently
bought a 95 Aurora. I did this myself mind u I am a woman hahaha. After fixing this problem the
car ran well! Then one day I went to start it and it was hesitant, I had to turn the key a few times
before it would start. The next morning I went to start it and it did nothing, all I hear is a clicking
under the backseat. Had the battery tested it was goo but low so they charged it. Still nothing.
Possible oil sending unit prob? If so how hard is it to replace? Sorry for such long msg just
trying to be clear. Thanks in advance!! As to the "Change Oil Now" light, it probably needs to be
"reset. As to the failure to start problem, I have not experienced that with my 98 Aurora but it
sounds like it may be the starter. I understand that 95 Auroras have had some problems with
fuel leaks and possible fires. Do you know if yours has been repaired for this? Thank you for the
input. I am not sure if mine has been repaired for the fuel leaks. I did read in some of the other
posts about one of the lines being recalled. Im hoping that it is not my starter as this is a costly
job. Maybe it's my fuel pump considering I ran out of gas in the car twice, and then filled up.
Once again thank you. April Hi Folks, I have a aurora with the 3. I recently discovered a siren
type noise that increases and decreases with acceleration or deceleration. It only starts when I'
up around 60mph. I guess it appears to ha a vacuum leak like symptom. Help if any one has
ever had this problem. Does this sound familiar to anybody? Are they related? Hi, How did you
get the water pump to break free from the housing? I have the special tool but it just will not
budge. My Aurora has less than 10 K since total O'haul. I know that the pressure must be OK.
No engine noises, no o'heating, no oil use or discoloration. What to do? Thanks a bunch. Hey
everyone. I have a '96 aurora. Just replaced oil , oil filter,plugs, transmission fluid and filter.
Now we here a grinding or scrubbing sound where the serpinetine belt is at. Friend of mine say
its coming from the air conditioner pulley. My biggest problem is that it now I cant get the 'oil
change soon' :confuse: reading off of the DIC and when it warms up the PSI drops from 80 t0
below 30 and it cuts off when idle at stop lights. Could it be that the car is idled too high or the
oil sending sensor? In my last post i ask about oil pressure on a '96 aurora. Well my car went to
the shop and has been there for two days. Just got her back. I had to have a Idle air control
valve, an oil pressure switch, idler pulley,serpentine belt and also idler tension pulley replace
the original ones. My mechanic drove it thru town today and stopped at several red lights he
says no problems. I drove it home and my worry wort mind stayed on my computer oil psi read
out on the DIC. My readings at stoplights were psi and went up at acceleration but I don't
believe they ever got above 70 psi. This time my car did not cut off on me and no alarm went off.
I really need someone out there to tell me what is the TRUE oil pressure that a '96 aurora should
be. My mechanic says its fine at what it says. Does this seem right to everyone? I can;t afford to
blow gaskets or even my motor. Close tolerances, seemingly low oil pressures are "normal" in
this engine. Is there anyone out there that can help me with this problem I have a 97 Aurora with
a right wrap head ,if I have the heads repair wwould this solve my problem or would i have to

continue to search for a another engine My Aurora had a noise I thought sounded like a jet. It
was the freon compressor bearing. They say it's not replaceable although my son is a GM
mechanic and called a bearing company to find a replacement. Replacing the bearing saved us
a lot of money. Hello ladydelight, here again i would like to know now whether or not if anyone
knows how I might get a repair manual for aurora Hey guys! My '96 aurora started running
above degrees today but my cooling fan didn't cut on. I checked both fuses and they are fine. I
have already change idle air control valve and Mass air flow sensor in the last few months. I
have changed the serpentine belt along with Idle pulley and also the water pump belt. Oil
pressure switch has been changed also. I always watch the temp gauge when driving and it
doesn't usually run higher than It ran up to today before the cooling fans cut on. I also can smell
antifreeze burning after i parked it. Should the fans engage before it reaches ? LJBat13 Posts: 1.
I have a Aurora with about , km on it. Recently we have noticed that when I am driving the car, it
will slowly continue to accelerate in spi
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te of reduced pressure on the gas pedal or pressure on the brake. When I put the car in neutral,
the RPM continue to climb to approx I shut the car off and often it resolves the problem,
however on occasion it happens again. I have noticed the problem mostly when the vehicle is
cold. Any ideas or suggestions? Other first thought is the torque converter lockup clutch -- it
locks up somewhere around MPH in overdrive or 4th gear when you're taking it easy. Try
driving MPH with the brake pedal depressed enough to turn the brake lights on, no need to drag
the pads hard -- this will disable the TCC. This is probably caused by but not necessarily the
fault of the Idle Air Control valve. It could be stuck, and they're cheap and easy to replace.
Before anything gets replaced, make sure the car warms up fully when you drive it around F.
The IAC learn won't complete if the car doesn't warm up -- I've seen uncontrolled acceleration
caused by a stuck-open thermostat! Sign In or Register to comment.

